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Introduction 

On 28 September 2018, Central Sulawesi Province, Indonesia, was struck by a tsunami triggered by a 7.5 
magnitude earthquake. As of 23 October, the BNPB (the National Agency for Disaster Management) estimated 
at least 2,077 people died, with 1,075 missing, 4,400 with major injuries, and over 211,000 people internally 
displaced in the immediate weeks following the disaster.  Localized areas were decimated when the tsunami 
wiped away coastal zones and soil liquefaction caused three villages to sink into the earth and ground to shift 
with mudslides.  Besides the permanent displacement caused by the tsunami and liquefaction devastation, the 
earthquake caused widespread structural damage across Central Sulawesi Province, displacing families 
temporarily from damaged and unsafe shelters.  BNPB estimates 68,000 houses were damaged.  Market 
infrastructure from retail spaces and inventory to roads and ports was damaged and destroyed. Warehouses in 
coastal areas were wiped away by the tsunami.  The incoming rainy season increases risks of landslides, 
flooding, and water- and vector-borne diseases. 
 
Catholic Relief Services (CRS) conducted a Rapid Market Assessment in Palu, Sigi, and Donggala Districts from 14 
October to 2 November, focusing on food and construction supply chains as representative of basic needs and 
relief commodities for the impacted population.  The assessment indicated the following: 

• Both food and construction materials markets in the impacted area were and remain well-integrated 
nationally, with diverse suppliers and multiple, overlapping supply chains 

• The earthquake shock caused major but temporary disruptions to multiple supply chains: blocked 
roads, closed ports, and looted and damaged storage in the impacted area, as well as overwhelmed 
airports and supplier markets from increased demand for relief items  

• Most temporary disruptions to supply chains have been resolved as of one month post crisis: the Palu 
shipping port and airport are open, the road from market hub Makassar is passable, some backlog and 
lags in supply chains have cleared, many local vendors that closed after the earthquake have re-opened, 
with more re-opening over time. 

• More isolated markets continue to experience interruptions, especially in Sigi in inland Sulawesi, with 
limited and still damaged road access and damaged market structures. 

• Stocks have not yet been replenished to pre-crisis levels (average 60% of pre-crisis stock) 
o Average time quoted by vendors to double stock is only five days, but actual stocks remain low. 

As construction demand increases, replenishment timeframes are increasing for items like 
cement and CGI sheeting. 

o Evidence indicates that lack of capital, low demand, damage to warehousing, and low supply-
side confidence prevents vendors from restocking despite capacity, but further study is needed. 

• Prices remain slightly elevated from pre-crisis levels (average 103% of pre-crisis prices), and prices 
appear to be returning to pre-crisis levels as more markets re-open. 

 
Based on these findings, the following actions are recommended:  

• Trends indicate that local procurement and cash transfer programming are appropriate, as increased 
demand should trigger increased supply, now that supply chains are re-established 

• Market support activities focused on supplier access to capital and possibly storage space would 
further support restocking 

• Market access activities to reconnect isolated, inland markets to more rapidly recovering coastal 
markets would help re-integrate these markets 
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• Localized response analysis is necessary to avoid further distorting isolated markets, for example those 
in inland Sigi, where a combination of cash and in-kind modalities remain more appropriate, and market 
support may be needed to reconnect the interrupted supply chain. 

Methodology 

Catholic Relief Services (CRS) immediately launched needs assessments in the days following the 28 September 
2018 earthquake in Central Sulawesi Province, Indonesia.  CRS-led technical assessments for shelter and WASH 
ran from 2-17 October and the CRS team participated in a multisectoral Joint Needs Assessment from 2-8 
October in collaboration with the Indonesian Emergency Capacity Building (ECB) consortium and Humanitarian 
Forum Indonesia and others.1   
 
The CRS Rapid Market Assessment began two weeks after the earthquake on 14 October 2018 and data 
collection continued for three weeks until 2 November.  The Rapid Market Assessment combined and modified 
the Rapid Assessment of Markets (RAM) and Quick Appraisal of Local Market (QUACK) assessment tools (see 
Annex 1).2  The RAM tool is designed to support decision-making for program modality selection, with questions 
on the impact of the shock on market availability of beneficiary needs, while the QUACK supports procurement 
decision-making, looking at more specific availability, pricing, and quality assessment for local purchase and 
social sourcing.  The CRS Rapid Market Assessment combined the two tools, to reduce assessment burden and 
allow for rapid collection of data needed for both programmatic and procurement decision-making. 
 
The Rapid Market Assessment comprised 42 independent, chain, and wholesaler key informant interviews and 
direct observation in Palu, Sigi, and Donggala districts, in markets accessed by impacted communities and 
people living in displacement sites.  As a rapid assessment, vendors were selected purposively, and assessment 
results should be considered indicative, not representative.  Market and vendor locations were selected based 
on observation from CRS and partner teams responding in impacted communities, asking impacted communities 
and local partner staff which markets or vendors they prefer and can access, and CRS and partner procurement 
team activities.  The assessment covered two categories, food and construction materials.  Staple food items 
were assessed to gauge overall market impacts on a key basic need, and construction materials were measured 
as representative of relief commodities and to support CRS program design for a planned shelter response. 
 
Response analysis took place in real time as data was collected, allowing the CRS response to adapt and shift 
procurement strategies and modality selection during the emergency response phase based on evolving 
information.  CRS decided to rapidly move procurement of some items from international and national sourcing 
to local and social sourcing within the impacted area.  Likewise, CRS began to shift planning towards cash 
transfer programming for early recovery activities, based on positive market recovery trends.  
 
A more thorough joint market assessment is planned by the Cash Working Group to begin in November and 
December 2018. 
 

                                                           
1 Emergency Capacity Building consortium and Humanitarian Forum Indonesia and others, “Joint Need Assessment Sulawesi 
Tengah Earthquake & Tsunami 28 Sep 2018,” PowerPoint, 9 October 2018. Data available online: 
https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/operations/indonesia/assessment/joint-needs-assessment.  
2 Both the RAM and QUACK tools can be found in the CRS Emergency Field Programming Manual, Market-Based Rapid 
Response and Recovery Market Assessment guidance. 

https://www.icrc.org/en/publication/4199-rapid-assessment-markets-guidelines-initial-emergency-market-assessment
http://efom.crs.org/efpm/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2016/05/MBRRR-Project-Design-1.1-QUACK-Tool-v20170217.docx
https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/operations/indonesia/assessment/joint-needs-assessment
https://efom.crs.org/efpm/
https://efom.crs.org/efpm/emergency-field-programming-manual/market-based/mbrrr-project-design/mbrrr-market-assessment/
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Results 

Shock and Needs Analysis Summary 

Type(s) of shock: 
Rapid onset natural disaster: earthquake with additional 
destruction from coastal tsunami and inland liquefaction and 
mudslides 

Date(s) of shock(s): 28 September 2018 

Date of RAM assessment: 14 October – 2 November 2018 

Affected areas assessed: 

Indonesia 
Central Sulawesi Province 
Donggala, Palu, and Sigi Districts 
 

 

 

Total population in affected area: 
(Number of households and people) 

2,877,427 individuals (estimated 719,357 households) 

Source: DIBI - BPS SP 2010, government data for Central Sulawesi 
Province shared through the Displacement and Protection Cluster 

Affected population within affected 
area: 
(Number of households and people) 

1,500,000 individuals (estimated 375,000 households) 

Source: OCHA, Central Sulawesi Earthquake Response Plan (Oct 
2018 - Dec 2018), 5 Oct 2018, accessed 17 Nov 2018, 
https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/operations/indonesia/ 
document/central-sulawesi-earthquake-response-plan. 

Average Household size: 
(Source of information) 

4 individuals/household 

Source: Sulawesi Tengah Statistics Bureau, SULTENG.BPS 2016, 28 
Jul 2016, accessed 22 Nov 2018, http://bit.ly/2Knm849. 

http://bit.ly/2Knm849
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Location of affected population: 
(IDP/ stationary in homes etc…) 

• Non-displaced households 

• Locally displaced households in formal and informal sites, 

including temporarily displaced due to damaged homes and 

permanently displaced from sites impacted by tsunami and 

liquefaction 

• Regionally displaced households who left Central Sulawesi for 

nearby cities like Makassar or other Indonesian islands like Java 

Markets assessed: 

Location 
Number 

interviewed 

Donggala District 16 

Banawa Sub-District  
Boya 6 

Ganti 10 

Palu District 15 

Palu Selatan Sub-District  
Birobuli Utara 1 

Petobo 1 

Tatura Selatan 13 

Sigi District 11 

Dolo Sub-District  
Kota Pulu 2 

Maku 1 

Tulo 1 

Sigi Biromaru Sub-District  
Kalukubula 6 

Maranatha 1 

Total 42 

  

Number of traders (wholesalers and 
retailers) and market representatives 
included in assessment: 

Type of vendor 
Number 

interviewed % 

Independent retailer 18 43% 

Chain retailer 17 40% 

Wholesaler 7 17% 

Total 42 100% 

   

Size of vendor 
Number 

interviewed % 

Small 12 29% 

Medium 24 57% 

Large 6 14% 

Total 42 100% 
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Market Mapping 

The diagram below illustrates the location of local and influential markets within and supplying the earthquake 
impacted area, with indications of temporary and ongoing market shocks in the first month following the 
earthquake. 3  The impact of this disaster, while immense, is localized.  Damage from the tsunami, liquefaction, 
and earthquake, while in some areas total, was contained to rural, urban, and peri-urban parts of Donggala, Sigi, 
and Palu Districts in Central Sulawesi Province.  Further reaches of Sulawesi island and the larger Indonesian 
archipelago were not directly impacted by the earthquake or its effects. 
 
Figure 1 Supply chain map for Central Sulawesi markets illustrating shocks following the 28 September 2018 earthquake 

 
 

                                                           
3 Additional market maps are available from the Logistics Cluster Indonesia, for example: World Food Programme, 
“Indonesia, Sulawesi: Access Constraints as of 29th October 2018,” 31 Oct 2018, accessed 18 Nov 2018, 
https://logcluster.org/sites/default/files/maps/idn_op_accessconstraints_a3l_20181031.pdf. 

https://logcluster.org/sector/idn18a
https://logcluster.org/sites/default/files/maps/idn_op_accessconstraints_a3l_20181031.pdf
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As the map illustrates, the impacted markets in Palu, Donggala, and Sigi are connected to multiple national 
markets across diverse and in some cases redundant supply chains.  For example, construction materials from 
Java’s industrial port city, Surabaya, can reach Palu by road via Makassar, by air from Balikpapan, or by sea 
directly from Surabaya to Palu port.  Likewise, the same goods may be sourced from multiple markets.  
Indonesian dietary staple rice arrives in Palu from local producers, inland Sulawesi island, and imported from 
other islands via Makassar by road and by sea through the Palu port.  This diversity in supply chains and sources 
indicates a well-integrated market, likely to be more resilient to shocks as multiple avenues are available to 
access particular goods even if others—like the inland road infrastructure—remain blocked. 
 
Figure 2 Source markets for construction materials and food in Central Sulawesi, post-crisis 

  
 
The earthquake shock caused major but temporary disruptions to multiple supply chains: blocked roads, closed 
ports, and looted and damaged warehouse stocks in the impacted area, as well as overwhelmed airports and 
supplier markets from increased demand for relief items.  Almost all these disruptions to supply chains have 
been resolved as of one month post crisis: the Palu shipping port and airport are open, the road from market 
hub Makassar is passable (though pre-crisis banditry continues to delay and increase the cost of transport 
between Mamuju and Palu), some backlog and lags in supply chains have cleared.   
 
Over the course of the month, many local vendors that closed after the earthquake re-opened, with more re-
opening over time.  However, damage to market infrastructure in the impacted area remains an ongoing barrier 
to complete market recovery.  Vendor shops and warehouses sustained significant damage.  In Palu, many large 
warehouses were built along the coast, with structures and inventory swept away by the tsunami.  In 
mountainous inland Sulawesi, towns were isolated by road damage from the earthquake and ensuing mudslides.  
As the rainy season progresses, additional mudslides threaten to further isolate communities and markets in Sigi 
and further inland.  

FINANCIAL SERVICES 

While banks and other financial service providers in Central Sulawesi were closed immediately following the 
crisis, many re-opened within the first month post-crisis and others have expressed plans or interest in serving 
Palu.  Several national financial service providers including Himbara, the government-owned bank group, and 
the Indonesian Post Office Bank may be available for contracting by humanitarian actors.  The Indonesian 
Kementrian Sosial (Ministry of Social Welfare) leads the Cash Working Group and is coordinating cash responses 
to the earthquake, including helping to assess feasibility of financial service providers for humanitarian action.  
Despite these positive trends, several vendors cited lack of capital as a barrier to restocking their stores. 
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Analysis 

The table below shows the difference in availability and prices and the time it would take to double supply of 
key construction and food items in Central Sulawesi among the 42 vendors interviewed, two to five weeks after 
the earthquake.   
 
Figure 3 Availability, price, and capacity to restock key construction and food items in Central Sulawesi, post-crisis 

 

# of vendors 
selling item* 

% of pre-crisis 
stock currently 

available 

% of pre-crisis 
price currently 

charged 

Average # of 
days needed to 

double stock 

Construction Materials     

Board, 10x10 8 65% 100% 2.75 

Board, 5x7 9 54% 104% 3.22 

Cement 5 49% 107% 6.00 

CGI 7 71% 103% 7.86 

Hammer 9 81% 102% 6.00 

Handsaw 8 64% 102% 6.38 

Nail 10 44% 97% 7.70 

PVC 1 4 71% 108% 8.75 

PVC ½  10 67% 106% 6.50 

PVC 4 9 64% 101% 6.00 

Construction Materials Total 26* 63% 103% 5.97 

Food     

Chicken 6 57% 108% 3.33 

Cooking oil 4 62% 106% 2.00 

Egg 7 45% 106% 4.00 

Fish, fried 7 46% 101% 3.86 

Rice 9 54% 101% 3.56 

Sugar 5 66% 105% 3.80 

Food Total 16* 54%** 104% 3.53 

Grand Total 42* 60% 103% 5.18 

*Many vendors sell more than one listed item. Totals reflect the actual number of vendors interviewed. 
** Sigi is an outlier with only 22% of pre-crisis food stocks available, while Donggala and Palu average 61%. 

Availability 

Vendors were asked to estimate the time it would take to double their supply if consumer demand suddenly 
increased, for example because of a cash transfer program or local procurement by humanitarian relief 
agencies.  Vendors reported relatively low stocks on hand, averaging 60% of pre-crisis volumes, but short 
timeframes required to restock, less than a week for almost all items, except a few notable construction 
materials. 
 
A few vendors shared their reasons for maintaining low levels of stock.  One wood vendor said he only cuts 
wood to order after payment to lower his risk of default.  A construction materials vendor in Dongalla shared 
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that he remains vigilant for looters, limiting the stock on display outside his shop.  A vendor who had displaced 
from Palu to Makassar shared with a CRS staff member that he was delaying return to re-open his store because 
of lingering trauma from his experience in the earthquake.  Together, these anecdotal responses suggest that 
low supplier confidence may present a barrier to market recovery, reinforced by stagnating demand, as 
consumers face loss of assets, wages, and livelihoods.  Other possible reasons indicated by vendors for low 
supplies on-hand despite short re-supply timeframes included temporary delay from the lag time for restocking 
from recently re-opened supply routes; lack of capital to restock; and damaged storage space. 
 
Overall, food markets in all three districts were operating below normal levels, with fewer vendors and many 
vendors selling goods on plastic sheeting beside the road instead of in the traditional marketplace.  The three 
food vendors interviewed in Sigi reported significantly lower stocks (22% of pre-crisis stocks) than those in 
Donggala and Palu (61%).  This may be related to the isolation of Sigi markets cited in the Market Mapping 
section above.  As two of the three vendors sourced only from local production, this suggests questions about 
possible earthquake impacts on inland agricultural production for further investigation.  Sigi vendors also had 
the lowest supply of construction materials, but to a lesser degree (51% of pre-crisis levels in Sigi vs. 71% in 
Donggala and Palu).   
 
Construction materials were mostly available and re-suppliable at the time of assessment (14 Oct – 2 Nov).  
Vendors selling cement noted delays to resupply from Surabaya by ship, but these delays do not indicate low 
availability over time.  Nails, despite many vendors, were very low in stock overall compared to pre-crisis 
volumes, but there was not enough data to infer how this may impact construction over time.  CRS teams noted 
that as construction demand increased post-assessment (mid-November 2018), replenishment timeframes 
increased for items like cement and CGI sheeting.  Vendors are now quoting two- to four-week replenishment 
timeframes for cement, despite presence of two local cement factory in Makassar (Bosowa and Toasa).  Similar 
timeframes are now being quoted for CGI sheeting.   

Price 

Prices were slightly elevated, averaging 103% of pre-crisis prices.  Vendors shared that despite losses, they 
intentionally maintained food prices around pre-crisis levels out of respect for their communities’ suffering in 
the disaster.  Market integration, humanitarian food assistance, and possible concern of government action 
against price increases may also support price stability.  One vendor indicated that some construction material 
prices rose because of the dollar rate against the Indonesian rupiah, and not because of the disaster.  Inflation 
did not appear to be a major concern at the time of assessment (14 Oct – 2 Nov), but CRS teams noted post-
assessment (mid-November 2018) that prices for specific high-demand construction materials like cement and 
CGI appear to be increasing even as market-wide prices appear to be returning to pre-crisis levels as more 
markets re-open. 

Demand 

This Rapid Market Assessment focused on supply-side actors, but secondary data from the Joint Needs 
Assessment, CRS technical assessments, and direct observation by the CRS team indicate that demand was 
depressed in the weeks following the disaster and appears to remain low. The disaster impacted a diverse 
population which included wealthier, nationally-integrated urban business communities that, through access to 
financial and social capital outside the impacted area, will likely rebound alongside the recovering market.  
Urban and rural poor populations and those who lost significant assets, wages, and livelihoods may lack the 
inputs needed to secure basic needs, let alone the capital required for construction or restarting lost livelihoods. 
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These vulnerable families will need significant support to recover assets and improve their and their 
communities’ resilience to future disasters.   
 
Outside the earthquake-impacted area, anecdotal evidence suggests that demand from humanitarian actors for 
relief items like tarps appeared to lead to some temporary shortages in supplier markets like Makassar.  Not 
enough data is available to assess if this is an ongoing issue.  Demand for airlift of relief supplies clogged the 
Balikpapan airport for a few days, but this resolved itself when the Palu shipping port re-opened, allowing 
alternate routes for aid to flow into Palu. 

Recommendations 

To ensure humanitarian response supports market recovery while quickly meeting urgent needs, CRS 
strategically utilizes multiple modalities for both program and supply chain activities, including regional, local, 
and social sourcing for in-kind items and cash transfer programming (CTP) as appropriate.  For the Central 
Sulawesi earthquake response, the Rapid Market Assessment indicated that local and social sourcing and CTP 
are generally appropriate and should have positive spill-over effects for market recovery.  Continuous 
monitoring of prices and restocking rates will help avoid distorting prices or limiting supply, which would 
negatively impact the wider community.  
 
As this Rapid Market Assessment was ongoing, CRS began to purchase some items locally, nearby and within the 
impacted region.  This decision-making was informed by the ongoing assessment results as well as previous 
learning from similar disasters with very localized market impacts during which CRS and other humanitarian 
actors hesitated too long to switch to local procurement and cash, inadvertently delaying market recovery and 
causing negative distortions.  Instead, with social sourcing, CRS chose to accept to pay some amount of mark-up 
or accept certain inefficiencies like purchasing in small batches, with the intent of increasing supplier confidence 
and encouraging restocking.  Local procurement and cash transfer programming, including unrestricted cash 
transfers and sectoral cash for shelter and sanitation construction later in the response will likewise allow aid 
dollars to circulate within the affected community, generating transactions that support overall livelihood and 
market recovery.   
 
If demand for construction materials remains higher than that which local factories and suppliers can support, 
in-kind shelter materials may need to be purchased directly from outside markets.  Further investigation is 
needed to identify if these conditions indicate a temporary lag as producers increase output and suppliers 
increase stocks, or if demand will continue to outpace local suppliers’ capacity.  Modality decisions should be 
informed by comparison to delivery times for direct purchases—if direct procurement would not result in faster 
delivery, then cash may remain the most appropriate modality.  In that case, other actions may be taken to 
reduce the impact of overdemand. For example, programs can design temporal spacing into their cash 
distributions to avoid sharp spikes in demand; use commodity vouchers instead of cash (e.g. a voucher for an 
amount of an item instead of a cash value) to mitigate impacts of inflation on beneficiaries, though this may risk 
harming non-beneficiaries and project budgets; or look at market support activities to increase supply. 
 
In particular, the following actions are recommended:  

• Trends indicate that local procurement and cash transfer programming are appropriate, as increased 
demand should trigger increased supply, now that supply chains are re-established 

• Market price and availability monitoring should continue throughout the program.  Should market 
capacity change over the course of the program such that cash modalities are no longer recommended, 
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CRS should consider alternate options such as vouchers, social or strategic sourcing of in-kind materials, 
changes to program spacing or modalities, or direct market support to increase supply of key items.  

• Market support activities focused on supplier access to capital and possibly storage space would 
further support restocking, especially in hard-to-reach Sigi and for key items like cement and CGI 
sheeting. 

• Market access activities to reconnect isolated, inland markets like Sigi to more rapidly recovering 
coastal markets would help re-integrate these markets 

• Localized response analysis is necessary to avoid further distorting isolated markets, for example those 
in inland Sigi, where a combination of cash and in-kind modalities remain more appropriate, and market 
support may be needed to reconnect the interrupted supply chain. 

Conclusion 

Because of the localized impact of the disaster, the rapid local-led emergency response, and the re-opening of 
multiple supply routes to the impacted area’s commercial hub, Palu, the regional market began to recover 
quickly—though unevenly.  Markets and banks were closed immediately following the crisis, however many 
vendors and financial service providers have since re-opened.  The market in Palu and surrounding communities 
is rapidly though unevenly recovering.  At the time of writing, the Palu port, airport, and road supply routes from 
major markets are all functioning, though each was interrupted or delayed for a period of days to weeks.  
Additional supply chain interruptions should be expected due to lags between purchases of stock on-hand and 
re-supply from markets like Surabaya, which is two weeks away by sea, and from sharply increased demand for 
key items like reconstruction materials outpacing production and transport rates. Inflation may occur for these 
items even as overall prices appear to be stabilizing to pre-crisis levels as more markets re-open. 
 
Many storefronts and warehouses in Palu were structurally damaged, and some stocks were looted.  Some 
vendors displaced. Vendors in Makassar and Palu have cited low demand and lingering trauma from the 
earthquake as reasons why they’ve not yet re-opened shops in Palu, indicating potential for recovery if demand 
increased from an injection of cash, which would perhaps stimulate additional confidence encouraging returns.  
Some interior locations in Sigi remain isolated due to road damage and other factors, so continuous market 
monitoring and adjustment of modalities between in-kind and cash will be necessary.   
 
The Central Sulawesi market is expected to return to its former well-integrated state over time, with national 
financial service providers and multiple supply chains mitigating risks of short-term inflation and continued 
shortages, while isolated inland areas and key reconstruction materials may require targeted market support for 
full recovery. 
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Annex 1: Rapid Market Assessment Data Collection Tool 

Can the local market supply it in the correct quality at a reasonable price, and restock in a reasonable timeframe?   
 

Name of 
shop 

 Name & role of 
key informant 

 Date:  

Location 
of shop 

 Type of shop  Independent Retailer (sell products to retail customers) 
 Chain Retailer (sell products to retail customers)  Small     Medium 
 Wholesaler (buys from producers, sells to vendors)  Large 

From where does the vendor supply most of its stock? 
 Local Producer       Wholesaler/distributer       Palu Port       Makassar       Manado 

 
Ask about 2-5 key relevant items: 

Item 
(specify quality 
and unit) 

Current amount 
of item in 
stock? 

Current price of 
item per unit? 

Pre-crisis (1 
Sept) amount 
of item usually 
in stock? 

Pre-crisis (1 
Sept) price of 
item per unit? 

Time required 
to double 
current stock? 

List challenges to restocking this 
specific item? 
(or check boxes on back of form) 
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Additional information: 

Restocking: List additional challenges to restocking shop to pre-crisis levels or doubling current stock? 

 Low demand / no customers 
 Insecurity or displacement of owner 
 Lack of capital to restock 
 Break in supply chain: no wholesaler / no transport (specify in 
“other”) 
 Structural damage to retail space 
 Structural damage to own storage/warehouse 

Others: 

Capital:  
1.  Under what conditions can you get stock from larger traders/markets?      Credit     Cash in advance     Both  
2.  If you had access to credit could you increase your supply? How much credit would you need to double stock? 
 
 
 

Quality of stock and storage 
1.  Did you directly observe stock and storage?     Yes     No 
2. Comments on quality? 
 
 
 
 

Protection: Comment on access, safety, comfort of the shop for vulnerable groups (people with disabilities, women, elderly, diverse ethnic groups or 
languages, etc. 
 
 
 
 

Additional comments from vendor or enumerator? 
 
 
 
 

 


